We give some examples which show that these residues are nontrivial and in fact vary linearly independently. EXAMPLE 1. Denote by G the product of k copies of the special linear group SL 2 R. Let AT be a maximal compact subgroup of G and T a uniform dis-AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 57D20, 57D30; Secondary 58D0S.
We give some examples which show that these residues are nontrivial and in fact vary linearly independently. elements o i (^x l , ^i t , fx 2 , ix 2 , ... , fx m , fx m ,0,... ,0) where i = 1,3, 5,... , 2t + 1 and 2f+l=/i-2or/i-l. Now set a(m, h) = the dimension of the space of elements of degree n in R^o* an( * K m > n ) = the dimension of the space of elements of degree n in R^. Finally set a(2k 4-1) = a(k, 2k + 1), a(2k) = a(k, 2k) -1, b(2k 4-1) = b(k, 2k 4-1) and b(2k) = ft(fc, 2*) -1. The characteristic classes mentioned in Theorems 1 and 2 come from universal characteristic classes in the R and R/Z cohomology of BF q , the classifying space for codimension q foliations. Combining the examples with Theorems 1 and 2 we see that BV has many cohomology classes which vary linearly independently. In particular we may view these classes as maps from the homology of BT q to R or R/Z and so obtain THEOREM 3. H 2q+l (Br q \Z) admits epimorphisms onto R a^q+l^ and (/l/Z)*< 2 « +1 >.
In Example 1, the foliation ? , spanned by r and X on M -N is transverse to the sphere bundle M° = G/K x r s 2k~l provided all the \x t are close to 1. We lift this foliation to the bundle overM 0 , P = G/K x r S0 2k (actually the bundle (TV?) * K S0 2k ) obtaining a foliation with trivial normal bundle. The projection map 7r: P-• M° is injective in cohomology in dimension 4k -1. Thus we have 
